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Where do the consumption choices matter?

Directly: 1. Road transport and 2. Residential emissions.

Source: IPCC, AR5, Mitigation of climate change, 2014. Global emissions by sector.
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Consumer choices are important in transportation

Finnish government has ambitious targets, (Link to the source)

Figure 1
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https://www.lvm.fi/en/-/transport-emissions-to-zero-by-2045-990384


Recap: three steps for the government

1. How much to reduce emissions?

• This is cost-benefit question: marginal benefits=marginal

abatement costs

2. How to reduce emissions?

• This is instrument choice question: prices or quantities or both

3. How to deal with distribution?

• We have seen that distribution and efficiency can be separated:

monetary transfers can be made (e.g. permit allocations,

lump-sum transfers)

In what follows: we focus mostly on item 2
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How to reduce emissions: the cost to consumers

Just like with firms, consumers have ”abatement costs”
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How to reduce emissions: the cost to consumers

Just like with firms, consumers have ”abatement costs”
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Price incentives to consumers

Just like firms, consumers should respond to price incentives
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Cost efficiency and consumers

Just like firms, price incentives lead to cost efficiency: different

consumers will limit driving-related emissions until the marginal value of

emissions is equalized
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But policies in actuality often regulate actions of consumers

Regulations on: (i) driving, (ii) technologies, (iii) fuels. However, the

problem is the fuel-use and its pollution content → our theory tells us

that the price should be set on emissions (either tax or market price of

pollution permits)
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Automobiles: types of regulations

Globally in actual use:

1. Price instruments

• fuel or technology purchase taxes but often not

pollution-related

2. Restrictions on use

• often congestion motivated

3. Technology standards

• have led to major changes in the fleet of cars offered

4. Subsidies

• on buying or scrapping (“cash for clunkers”)

If you are in to the topic, then for a fuller treatment as a presentation, see Link, focuses on congestion but covers

much more. From ca 03:45 onwards. Not required for the course, but provides perspective.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-k8YX8eDeEs


Price instruments: fuel taxes

Taxes vary across countries, and not pollution motivation

Source: Taxing Energy Use 2018 - OECD 2018 Database. This chart shows the fuel

taxes on gasoline and diesel in the Organization for Economic Co-operation and

Development (OECD) countries.
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Price instruments: fuel taxes

Higher taxes → better fuel-economy (correlation)
        

                          
                            

                                
                        
                        

                    
                        

                            
        

                            
                

                    
                      

                        
                        

 Figure 1
Transportation Fuel Consumption per Capita versus Fuel Price

Source: Data from Worldbank.org.
Notes: Size of the circle proportional to population. The line is the fi tted value from a regression of the 
log of consumption on the log of price.
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Knittel, Christopher R. 2012. ”Reducing Petroleum Consumption from

Transportation.” Journal of Economic Perspectives, 26 (1): 93-118.
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Price instruments: emission-dependent purchase taxes

Does not tax pollution but polluting technologies → one should

tax the use of the car, not the technology!

Illustration: 2008 Finnish CO2 differentiation of car-tax rates on

CO2 emissions rates of new passenger cars.

• The reform makes the final price of the car to depend on its

emissions.

• The car tax reform coincided with the introduction of

mandatory EU CO2 emissions standards to manufacturers

• The Finnish reform was unique in Europe in providing strong

monetary incentives also for consumers

Read about the reform (Link to the source)
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https://aaltodoc.aalto.fi/handle/123456789/23529


Price instruments: emission-dependent purchase taxes

Car Tax (ensirekisteröinnin jälkeinen autovero)

at purchase / first registration

in addition to value-added tax (VAT)

Registration Tax (ajoneuvovero)

daily while car is registered

Fuel Taxes (polttoaineverot)

excise taxes (fixed amount per liter)

in addition to VAT

petrol more heavily taxed than petrol
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Price instruments: emission-dependent purchase taxes

Car Tax 2003-2007

28% of tax-inclusive retail value minus 650 Euros (450 for diesel)

Total tax rate incl. VAT: ca. 70-85%

2008 Emissions Di↵erentiation

announced November 2007, implemented January 2008

average CO2 emissions (g/km) determine car tax share

range of car tax share: 10-40%

total tax rate: 38-140%
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Price instruments: emission-dependent purchase taxes

new−car average 2004−2007
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Price instruments: emission-dependent purchase taxes

Standards on car technologies had much more impact on emissions

than the Finnish tax reform

(Link to the source)
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https://aaltodoc.aalto.fi/handle/123456789/23529


Illustration: Response to technology standards

Alternative systems for setting the standard.

Source: Ito and Sallee, The Economics of Attribute-Based Regulation: Theory and Evidence from Fuel Economy

Standards, ReStat, 2018.
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Illustration: Response to technology standards

Weight dependent fuel standard in Japan.

Source: Ito and Sallee, The Economics of Attribute-Based Regulation: Theory and Evidence from Fuel Economy

Standards, ReStat, 2018.
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Illustration: Response to technology standards

Manufacturer response: increase the weights!

Source: Ito and Sallee, The Economics of Attribute-Based Regulation: Theory and Evidence from Fuel Economy

Standards, ReStat, 2018.
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Lessons from the survey of instruments in use

Standards, subsidies, and other non-ideal instruments can have big

impact emissions

• Standards on manufacturers in particular

• But they do lead to the inefficiency explained in the beginning
of this lecture! For example, in Finland the policy target is:

- by 2030: 250 000 electric cars, 50 000 gas-fueled cars

• However: the government has no information that this

allocation is the efficient way to reach the target. If there is

price on emissions, or a quantity quota for emissions, then the

market chooses the allocation → cost-efficiency!

Why is it the governments do not trust the market instruments?
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Why governments do not trust the market instruments?

Consumer choices → choices of durables (cars, air conditioners,

heating devices, freezers,..). There is a belief and some evidence

that consumers are myopic. Used to justify significant regulations

• billions of dollars in subsidies for energy efficient durables such

as air conditioners and lightbulbs (NHTSA 2010)

• European Union: the Energy Performance of Buildings

Directive (EPBD)

• subsidy schemes for ”green cars”

Houde and Spurlock, 2016, EEEP provides further discussion on the perceived market failures.
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Do consumers respond to economic incentives?

Are consumers sensitive to the expected cost of using

energy-consuming durables?

• Automobiles: changes in fuel prices should lead to changes in

the relative value of fuel-efficient cars

• Consumers should be indifferent between spending a dollar in

present value on energy and a dollar in present value on

purchase price

• Energy durables: future energy prices should affect the

equilibrium upfront purchase price

Policies change the cost of using the technologies, and thus they

are effective only if the consumers respond to these costs.
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Illustration: heating technologies in Finland

Consumers must look far to the future to evaluate the cost of

different options

Figure 2: Present-value heating cost in heating for three technologies.

Average house, 25 years, 5 % annual discount rate

Source: Sahari, 2019. Data from 2005–2011. 23



Illustration: heating technologies in Finland

• Households’ heating technology investments are highly

sensitive to energy costs.

• The elasticity of demand for electric heating technology with

respect to electricity price is estimated to range from -0.42 to

-1.56 depending on the price level.

• This implies that consumers do respond to price signals, and

instruments such as taxes can induce investment into energy

efficiency.

• Identifying the effect with the use of household level data:

choices systematically vary by individual-level characteristics.

Source: Sahari, 2019.
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Illustration: informing car buyers

Experiment finds no effect from giving comprehensive fuel

economy information to car buyers:

Figure 3: Effects of information on fuel intensity of purchased vehicles.

Source: Allcott and Knittel, AEJ Policy, 2019.
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Energy Paradox & Energy Efficiency Gap

Energy Paradox=consumers do not pay (enough) attention to the

energy costs. The above new evidence challenges this view.

• Hausman (1979): consumers have ”defective telescopic

faculty”.

• Dubin & Hausman (1984): 15-25 per cent interest needed to

justify the choices

• explanations

• Uncertainty information

• Asymmetric information

• Market imperfections

• Inattention

We’ll look at these in detail next.
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A simple model to fix ideas

• Ui (x), utility from energy service (temperature,

transportation, etc.) for individual i

• p, price of energy (fuel, electricity)

• e, measure of energy consumption (kWh/m2 in heating, miles

per gallon, etc).

The consumer’s problem is to choose how much to consume:

Vi (e) = max
x

[Ui (x)− p · e · x ]

Naturally, the value is greater, the better is energy efficiency:

Vi (e1) > Vi (e0)

where e0 > e1.
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The investment in energy efficiency:

• c , one-time cost of upgrading the technology from e0 to e1

• 1 + r , gross return requirement

Invest if and only if:

[Vi (e1)− Vi (e0)]/(1 + r) > c

Note:

• a better technology can lead to more consumption, i.e., x may

increase: rebound effect

• we can do similar analysis for price changes
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Distortions: unawareness, imperfect information

• γ > 1, a measure of imperfection

The consumer may not be able to evaluate gains, and thus

[Vi (γe1)− Vi (e0)]/(1 + r) < c

even though for γ = 1, the investment would pay off.

• the consumer may not understand the technology..

• ..or may not be able to evaluate costs of using it..

• ..or may not pay attention

• If so, what are the policy options? See next page.
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Information campaign can work:

Fig. 1. Home energy reports: social comparison module.

/ J f ( )

Source: Social norms and energy conservation, Hunt Allcott, Journal of

Public Economics 95 (2011) 1082-1095 30



Information campaign can work:

Allcott: This paper evaluates a series of programs run by a company called OPOWER to send Home Energy Report

letters to residential utility customers comparing their electricity use to that of their neighbors. Using data from

randomized natural field experiments at 600,000 treatment and control households across the United States, I

estimate that the average program reduces energy consumption by 2.0%. The program provides additional evidence

that non-price interventions can substantially and cost effectively change consumer behavior: the effect is

equivalent to that of a short-run electricity price increase of 11 to 20%, and the cost effectiveness compares

favorably to that of traditional energy conservation programs. Perhaps because the treatment included descriptive

social norms, effects are heterogeneous: households in the highest decile of pre-treatment consumption decrease

usage by 6.3%, while consumption by the lowest decile decreases by only 0.3%.
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Uncertainty

Consider that it is not known with certainty how much the new

technology saves, for example, because the cost of using is

uncertain. Savings can be low or high, V L
i (e1) < VH

i (e1). High

with prob. π and low with prob. 1− π. Assume that it makes

sense to invest using expected values but not if the value is known

to be low:

[πVH
i (e1) + (1− π)V L

i (e1)− Vi (e0)]/(1 + r) > c

[V L
i (e1)− Vi (e0)]/(1 + r) < c

Investment today: must be based on expected values.

Wait-and-see strategy: invest in the future after learning the true

value. Can you see when precisely it makes sense for the consumer

to wait and why? Note that this option value of waiting shows in

behavior as if the consumer is inattentive but this is not at all the

case!
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Distortions: credit constraints

• ri > r , individual’s interest rate may differ from the market

rate

The following defines the implicit discount rate used:

[Vi (e1)− Vi (e0)]/(1 + ri ) = c

• We do not observe individual’s ri but can use above equation

to infer discount rates that justify observed investments.

• Again, recent evidence from research concludes that the

discount rates are reasonable.
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Recap: three steps for the government

1. How much to reduce emissions?

• Balance across sectors: what part to assign to consumers and

what to the industry?

2. How to reduce emissions?

• Recent evidence supports increased reliance on (the right kind

of) price or quantity instruments.

• Sometimes additional measures, such as information

interventions, may be motivated. Sometimes they add little.

3. How to deal with distribution?

• Optimally use efficient instrument to solve the externality, deal

with distributional concerns through other means.
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